We consider the power eficiency of a communications channe/, i.e., the maximum bit rate that can be achievedper unit power (energy rate). For AWGN channels, if is well known thatpowereficienq is attained in the low SNR regime where capmiry isproportional to the transmitpower. In this paper we show that for a sensory wireless nenvork with n nodes, orfor an ad-hoc wireless network with n users and up to J;; iransmith-eceiue pairs, the power eficiency scales at least by a factor of J;;. In other words, each user in a wireless channel with n nodes can support the same communications rate as a single user system, but by expending only the energy We also give a description of how to achieve these goins.
INTRODUCTION
The power efficiency of a communications channel is defined as the ratio between the capacity (data rate) of the channel and the transmit power (energy rate). For AWGN channels this is given by where a: represents the transmit power and U: represents the noise power. Clearly, as a: + M, the value of q approaches zero, meaning that we are highly power in-efficient at high SNR. On the other hand, we are power efficient at low S N R and, in fact, log e maxq = lim q = - 
Sensory and Ad-Hoc Wireless Networks
In this paper we will he interested in wireless networks and, in particular, two types of wireless networks.
Sensory Networks: A sensory network consists of n nodes with a single receiver that collects datatinformation from the sensor nodes. At any given time, there can be at most one sensory transmitter. All other nodes in the network can be thought of as relay nodes. (See A natural question to ask is what is the capacity of such wireless networks? In particular, for large n, how does the capacity scale in n. For sensory networks, it is not difficult to show that the capacity scales as O(1ogn) (see e.g., W). For ad-hoc networks, the problem is much more cballenging. The groundbreaking work of [3] shows that the capacity grows at least as @(,hi). However, it is not clear 0-7803-7576-9/02$17.00 0 2002 IEEEwhether this result can be improved. In either case. the results are discouraging from a practical point of view. For sensory and ad-hoc wireless networks, the per-user capacity scales as @(e) and O( e), respectively. This represents rapidly diminishing to zero rewards as the number clf nodes (users) in the network increases.
In this paper we are interested in whether there exist any favorable scalings in wireless networks. In other words, are there any scenarios in which it is actually benificial to form a sensory or ad-hoc network and obtain increasing :gains as the network size grows? We shall see that this is indeed the case. The key is to operate the network at low SNR (thereby avoiding the logarithmic scaling of the c.ipacity) and to exploit, rather than avoid, the interference inherent in any wireless network.' The net result is that the power efficiency of the network, i.e., the data rate per eneigy rate, scales as @(,/E) for each user.
However, let us first turn to the system model arid prohlem statement.
System Model and Problem Statement
We consider a sensory wireless network with n nodes and a single transmitterlreceiver pair (see Fig. 1 ). We denote the channel coefficient from the transminer to node i by g , and the channel coefficient from node i to the receiver by hi, where the {hi,gi} for all i, are independent complexvalued random variables with zero mean, unit variance and fourth order moment IC. Furthermore, we a s u m e that each node, i, knows its local connections hi, gi, but not the other connections in the network.
In the case of ad-hoc networks, we assume that there are n nodes in the network and that at any given time there exist T simultaneous transmitheceive pairs among these. We denote the transmit power for the transmit nodes tty p and the relay nodes power by a:. The channel coefficient from transmitter i (i = 1,. . . , T ) to relay node j (j = 1,. . . , n) is denoted by g i j and from relay node j to receive node k (k = 1 , . . . , r ) is denoted by hjk, where the {gi,, hjk} for all i, j , k are independent complex-valued random variables with zero mean, unit variance and fourth order moment IC. Similar to the sensory network case we assume that all the nodes know their local connections, but not the remaining connections in the network.
In both cases, the noise introduced in every reception is an additive white circularly-symmetric Gaussian ncise with zero mean and variance a: which is denote by CN(0, ut).
A few remarks on the model just described x e in order. We have modelled the channels connecting the different nodes by independent random variables. Due to the fading inherent in any wireless channel, this assumption is per-'In 131, for example, most of the emphasis is on inkrferencc-avoidance and the consuuction of a multi-hop network fectly reasonable. However, having equal first and second order statistics assumption may he questionable because it ignores the geomeuy of the network. However, for large enough n, these quantities can be modelled by their average values over the entire network. This is essentially a spatial ergodicity assumption.
We have also assumed that the channel gains are zeromean. Non-zero mean channel gains can also be accounted for, but for simplicity we shall not consider them in this paper. Another assumption is that the nodes have knowledge of their local connections. This is a much more reasonable assumption than the nodes knowing the entire network. However, it does require that the network remain relatively stationary in time, so that the local connections can be leaned via the transmission of pilot symbols, etc. Furthermore, we assume a synchronous system, i.e., all transmission and receptions are synchronized.
Finally, we remark that we believe that out results are rather robust, since they only depend on the first and second order statistics of the channel coefficients and not their full distributions.
We are interested in the way the power efficiency scales as the number of users in the network, n, grows large. Therefore in our analysis we assume that n is large. To obtain some insight into how the power efficiency might scale, we first look at how the power efficiency scales for a multiantenna system with n transmit and a single receive antenna.
Multi-Antenna Power Efficiency
Consider an n transmit single receive multi-antenna channel, descrihed by the channel vector: The channel matrix is known to the transmitter: In this case, the transmitter can employ beamforming and the power efficiency becomes
This is maximized when af -i 0, which yields The channel matrix is unknown to the transmitter. In this case, the power efficiency becomes [4] E log (1 + ,$E:=, lhiI2) nu:
17=
And so at low S M What distinguishes ann x 1 multi-antenna system from an n node sensory network is that the n antenna elements are allowed to cooperate, but t h e n nodes in a sensory network are not. What the above result says is that when the nodes are allowed to cooperate and the nodes know the channel coefficients the power efficiency scales as O(n)
LISTEN AND TRANSMIT PROTOCOL
We now describe a simple protocol that achieves a power efficiency of O(&) for sensory and ad-hoc wireless networks. As mentioned earlier, we assume synchronous transmission and receptions, as well as local channel knowledge at the nodes. We begin with sensory networks.
Sensory Networks
In this, so-called "listen and transmit" protocol, commnnication is done in two intervals:
1. Listen interval: In this interval the transmitter sends the data and the relay nodes only listen. Relay node i receives:
T; = g;s + U ; i = 1,2 ,..., n.
(5)
whereu, isCN(0,oi).
2.
Transmit interval: Each node, using its knowledge of the local connections, transmits a scaled version of the signal it has received in the first interval:
The scalar is chosen so that the signal component coherently adds in the receiver and so that on the average, relay nodes transmit with power o f .
The received signal at the receiver is: We can also find an upper bound for C by considering the casewherethereceiverknows{h;,g;,v;}fori = l , Z , ..., n.
If the receiver knows the channel coefficients and the VIS then the system in (7) becomes an AWGN channel, thus Using the convexity of the log to take in the expectation, after some calculations yields Now the total transmit power over the entire network is p + no:. Therefore the power efficiency is bounded by
The right hand side of the above inequality is symmetric with respect tn p and nof, so it can be shown that its maximum value is achieved for equal p and no:. Therefore we have Defining z as z = , (13) may be written as Moreover; the listen transmitpmtucalachieves q = e(J;i).
This result merits two comments. First, that the receiver is receiving data at a fixed rate, i.e. the capacity is O(1). Thus, we are getting a fixed rate with less power consumption. Second that, implicit in the protocol is a notion of fairness: nodes in relay mode consume, n times les? power than the node in transmit mode.
Ad-hoc networks
We now describe an extension of the "listen and transmit protocol" to ad-hoc networks. The main idea is to exploit the interference in the network. For ad-hoc networks we define power efficiency as the ratio between the sum of the mutual information of the different transmitterlreceiver pairs and the total power consumption. We further assume that the number of transmiIJreceive pairs T satisfies T 5 fi. and normalizes the sum to power of.
The received signal at receiver k is Now using the same technique as Section 2.1, we can find a lower and upper bound for the mutual information between y k and s k . The total power consumption is TP + nof and
The total capacity of the network is Ct,td = E;=, C,.
Thus, one can obtain the following upper and lower bounds on the power efficiency After some simplifications, and assuming that n > T > K , these result in
In this stage we will uy to maximize power efficiency with respect to the total transmit power, TP, and total relay power, no?. Assume TP = @(ne), nu: = @(nu) and T = O(n") where 0 5 U 5 112. We consider the following cases:
1. E, p 5 0: In this case the total transmit power, TP, and the total relay power, n o f , decrease as the number of nodes increase. With this we can see that the hounds become tight and we have the above equation is symmemc with respect to nof and TP, so the maximum order of q is achieved when they are equal. So we will haver = p and
Now define p = U -E. If p < f it can be shown that we can not achieve a power efficiency of @( 6). So we consider the case when p 2 $. In this case the power of n in the log function in (19) is negative, so it is of Q(n'-'P). Therefore we have q = Q(n'-p)). In the case of ad-hoc networks, by using the "Listen and Transmit" protocol, we are keeping the to- It can be easily shown that the maximum order of both sides of the above inequality is achieved when The following remarks are in order. The previous discussion shows that:
rl2 Q(&).
(22)
If the number of transmitterlreceiver pairs is less than fi a power efficiency of @( fi) is achievable. It is not clear whether this is true if r > J;;. The reason being that this would require a total capacity larger than @(&) and from the result of 131 it is not clear whether this is possible.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the power efficiency of sensory and ad-hoc wireless networks. we show that asymptotically, as the number of nodes in the network, n, grows larger, we can achieve a power efficiency of O(J;;) for sensory networks. For ad-hoc networks if the number of transmitterlreceiver pairs is less than fi, we can achieve the same result. We also described the protocol used to achieve this power efficiency. Although the best results for capacity per node in sensory and ad-hoc wireless networks decrease as the s u e of networks grows larger [3], we can see that it pays o f f to consider these networks in terms of power efficiency. We are currently working towards a proof that a power efficiency of greater than @(,/E) is not possible. The current gaps in our proof do not appear to be insurmountable.
